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download learn malayalam through english for pc using this
video tutorial. a lot of students struggle with this aspect of
learning malayalam language. it is important to practice with
a native speaker who has a good command over the
language. once they improve speaking, the next step would
be to download learn malayalam through english for pc. the
language is one of the world's oldest languages, possibly the
world's oldest alphabetic script-based writing language, and
is the most widely used language of south india. it is also one
of the major languages of the indian state of kerala, and is a
language of the international language family, dravidian, that
includes tamil, telugu, kannada, malayalam, and tulu.
malayalam is the fifth most widely spoken language in india,
and a unesco member. malayalam, with its high number of
speakers, is divided into two major dialects, northern
malayalam (spoken in the northern part of kerala) and
southern malayalam (spoken in the southern part of kerala).
despite some differences in grammar and vocabulary, these
dialects are mutually intelligible. malayalam contains various
dialects, which are grouped into four major geographical
clusters: northern, central, western and southern malayalam.
despite these subdivisions, the languages spoken in the
different regions are mutually intelligible. southern
malayalam is essentially a hybrid of sanskrit and the
dravidian languages, which makes it a more complex form of
tamil. other dialects also borrow from the different languages
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and literatures of ancient and medieval india, particularly
sanskrit, and arabic.
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